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the nuencore50 program offers a summary of the key features of nuendo 5.5. it lists all the new features, and also includes a complete list of the new plug-ins. the basic plug-ins section lists all the plug-ins that come with nuendo; and the plus plug-ins section lists
those plug-ins that cost extra. as always, steinberg have put a lot of effort into making nuendo's user interface both intuitive and feature-rich, and yet at the same time, they've made it clear that they've put a lot of thought into making the program's use both

expedient and engaging. to that end, there are a host of new and improved features in nuendo 5. for starters, you can now add any number of files to any track without having to manually select them. just drag and drop the files onto the track, and the nuendo file
browser will automatically set the track's sample instruments to read the new sample data. at the same time, you can still add samples to tracks using the inspector, but it's a much quicker and more intuitive process, since you can simply drag the sample to the
track and then click the drum offset bar to adjust the sample's time. this is a great feature because, when it comes to audio editing, you're rarely ever going to want more than 10 or 20 samples at any one time, so there's no need to search and click through a

bunch of empty tracks. in theory, you can then add all of your samples to a single track in the project window and then edit them all at once. but, in practice, i've found that the inspector's way of importing samples is much easier. better still, there's a new option in
the inspector to easily create a new instrument track, which makes it easy to quickly lay down some drums or other tracks on which you'll then apply samples. the existing drum editor has been greatly improved and now offers a more sophisticated set of tools, with
the ability to combine multiple samples into one instrument. instead of having to load, edit and save multiple drum samples into separate tracks, you can now layer them all together, and you can even toggle between them using the standard cubase navigational
tools. the new loop mash feature is also a great way to quickly make cool, complex drum loops. this is one of the most powerful features in the drum editor, allowing you to create an unlimited number of loops at once, and they all automatically track to the same

bpm. steinberg have also improved the way that you can add effects to samples. there are now a host of new options available when you edit samples, including the ability to add echo, chorus, reverb and delay to any sample, and the ability to adjust the amount of
each effect. as before, you can also add fades, cross-fades and dynamics to samples, and the new sample editor now allows you to create samples that automatically crossfade between them, rather than simply allowing you to drag-and-drop the samples.
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another thing i have been looking forward to is the new dvd projects. in previous
versions of nuendo, i had to make do with a voodoo doll project that i used for dvd
authoring. this didn't do any compression, so when the project was finished, i had

to then convert it into a dvd, and that was a bit of a pain in the neck. however,
with the new dvd projects, you can use the dvd authoring tools in nuendo to burn
your projects directly to a dvd without having to use a conversion step first. for
example, you can burn your project as a single dvd, or you can convert it into a

video dvd that contains all of the audio and video elements of your project,
allowing you to watch it on a television. there are also new dvd projects with dvd-r

and dvd+r, which should give you the flexibility to burn the projects to either
format. another new feature in nuendo 5.5 is the ability to sync your projects to

external midi instruments. i have been using nuendo for a long time, and, frankly,
i'm not crazy about the midi features. however, i have had to make do with the

limitations of the midi editors available with nuendo in the past. now, with the midi
sync feature, nuendo will now allow you to sync your midi clips directly to external
midi instruments. it's kind of a shame that the sync feature is only available in the
project editor, and not the midi editor. if you do have a midi editor, then you can
still use the multi-track editing features of nuendo to sync your audio clip to the

external midi instrument. another change is the way that the project window
displays the inspector sections. where in previous versions the views were

displayed by default in a sidebar, in nuendo 5.5 they're displayed in the centre of
the window, which means that you can resize them to fill the entire window.
however, this can cause a problem if you have a lot of layers open, which will

cause the list of layers to scroll off the bottom of the window and into oblivion. to
prevent this from happening, you can click on the '+' sign next to each inspector
section and select 'minimise inspector'. this will reduce the size of the section to
just the size of the section title, which you can resize as required. however, if you
leave it on this setting, as in the example above, the title is still small and hard to
see. thankfully there's a simple, albeit not necessarily obvious, way to make the

title larger. you just need to click on the bottom of the title and drag it up. it's a bit
like that with the word'minimise' - if you drag it to the right, it's bigger, and if you

drag it to the left, it's smaller. the same method applies to the section & layer
window. however, if you click on the '+' sign next to the section and then choose

'show section with all selected layers' instead of 'minimise section', you can
instead see the section as a whole, without having to minimise it. and if you want
to maximise it, you just need to click on the minus sign next to the '+' sign again.
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